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HQS SERIES: GUMMY COUNTING AND FILLING SOLUTIONS

HQS 1250 + Spee-Dee®

Compact rotary filler

HQS 1250

12-channel gummy 

counting machine

Bottle filling conveyor

with single or

dual track

2x HQS 1250 + Spee-Dee®

High-speed rotary filler

CREMER‘S VERSATILE PRODUCT COUNTING SYSTEM WITH A SLIM BOTTLE CONVEYOR OR COMBINED WITH 

SPEE-DEE‘S ROTARY BOTTLE FILLERS FOR PERFECTLY DOSED VITAMIN GUMMIES EVERY TIME!

Basic system concept: HQS-series 12-channel product counting machine for precise counting and dispensing of 

nutraceutical vitamin gummies into rigid containers of many sizes, shapes and types.

 • Standard or fully customized.

 • 100% counting accuracy 

 • Fast and efficient

 • Consistent output and quality

 • Silent operation

 • Low maintenance, high reliability

 • Ease of operation and cleaning

 • Tool-free changeover

 • FDA-compliant contact parts

 • Optional product residue filtering

Counting capacity per counter 6000 gummies/min. 

 

HQS 1250 + Bottle conveyor 50 bottles/min.*

HQS 1250 + Compact rotary filler 75 bottles/min.*

2x HQS 1250 + High-speed rotary filler  150 bottles/min.* 

  

*Actual output always depends on the number of gummies per bottle.

Typical output data at a glance:
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www.cremer.com Art.no. 9500.100.644

ACCURATE COUNTING, 

BETTER NUTRITION, 

HEALTHIER CONSUMERS

PRECISION COUNTS: 

QUALITY STARTS WITH 

CONSISTENT DOSING

Vitamin gummies have become an increasingly 

popular way to supplement one‘s diet with 

essential vitamins. These gummies come in a 

variety of shapes and sizes and are typically 

sold in bottles containing a specific number of 

gummies. As with other dietary supplements, 

these vitamin gummies are regulated by the 

U.S. Food and Drug Administration under the 

Dietary Supplement Health and Education Act, 

which mandates that manufacturers must 

ensure that each bottle contains the precise 

number of vitamin gummies as listed on the 

product label.

Precise counting and dispensing of gummies is 

a technically challenging process due to their 

variations in size and shape, their sticky and 

sugary coating, cross-contamination, hygiene 

and sanitation. At Cremer, we understand the 

importance of complying with FDA regulations 

and producing high-quality vitamin gummies 

that meet the needs and expectations of 

consumers. That‘s why we have developed a 

series of cutting-edge counting machines that 

are designed to meet the highest standards of 

accuracy and efficiency, ensuring that each 

bottle contains the right number of gummies!  

Counting the vitamin gummies rather than 

weighing them, allows our customers to ensure 

that each bottle contains the same number of 

gummies, regardless of slight weight or size 

variations. We understand that consistency is 

key when it comes to dietary supplements, 

which is why our counting machines are built 

to handle vitamin gummy in almost any shape 

or size with 100% counting accuracy. With our 

counting machines, you can feel confident that 

your vitamin gummies are accurately and 

consistently dosed, meeting the needs of your 

customers and exceeding industry standards.

Introducing the perfect partnership for your 

vitamin gummy packaging needs: our gummy 

counting machines and Spee-Dee‘s rotary 

bottle filling machines have teamed up to bring 

you an unbeatable solution for your vitamin 

gummy production line. Our counting 

machines have been designed to accurately 

count and dispense your gummies, while our 

partner‘s rotary filling machines expertly fill 

your bottles with precision and efficiency. 

Together, we can streamline your gummie 

packaging process and help you meet your 

production goals!

COUNT ON PRECISION. CREMER COUNTING MACHINES 
FOR PERFECTLY DOSED VITAMIN GUMMIES EVERY TIME.


